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INTRODUCTION
For certain ring extensions S R and ideals I of R it is natural to ask
about the existence of some ideals J of S lying oer I, that is, satisfying
J R I; now we speak about going up from ideals of R to ideals of S
Ž  .cf. MR, 10.2.8 . When S R is for example an integral extension of
commutative rings, the going up for prime ideals is especially important
and well understood. The main intention of our research is to consider a
quite different situation, which is motivated by the representation theo-
Ž .retic problems of understanding: I the inducing of representations for Lie
Ž .algebras and Lie groups; and II the restricting of representations for the
Žsame objects, when the restriction is ‘‘well behaved.’’ Henceforth we
.freely use the notation introduced in Section 0. Namely, suppose  is a
Lie algebra defined over a field of characteristic zero and  is a subalge-
Ž . Ž .bra of . The ring extension in which we are interested is U  U  .
Let us explain how for this extension a typical pair of prime ideals, where
one ideal is lying over another, arises. For that purpose, let V be a
Ž .-module. Suppose that W is a module from Mod  which is a -fin
Ž . Ž . -submodule of V and such that Q  ann W and PUŽ .
Ž . Žann W are prime ideals. For example, if W is a simple -moduleUŽ .
which remains simple or decomposes as a multiple of a simple module,
 when regarded as an -module; see BK, LS , Lemma 1.6, and also the
1 The author was supported by Fullbright Grant 22676 and in part by the Ministry of
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.Remark below. Thus in particular Q and P are annihilator primes for V
Ž . Ž .regarded as a U  -module and as a U  -module, respectively. Further-
more, obviously Q is lying over P.
In this paper we further specialize the above setting by supposing that 
is moreover an ideal of ; we understand our work as complementary to
Ž  .some results of Dixmier see D, Section 3.3 . Suppose V is a module from
ˆŽ . Ž .Mod  . Let V denote the module U   V, that is, the - -fin UŽ .
ˆmodule induced by V. By Annspec V and Annspec V we denoteUŽ . UŽ .
ˆ Ž .the sets of annihilator primes of V regarded as a U  -module and of V
Ž .regarded as a U  -module, respectively. Our main result, Theorem 1.3,
establishes in a natural manner a relation between the induction proce-
ˆdure V V and the going up for primes from Annspec V toUŽ .
ˆ Ž .Annspec V. That is, if P is from Annspec V, then QU  P isUŽ . UŽ .
ˆa prime from Annspec V lying over P. Namely, assume that T is anUŽ .
Ž .-submodule of V satisfying P ann T and then consider theUŽ .
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . -submodule WU  .T of V. Then Q ann W , where WUŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽU   W ; note also that P ann W and Q ann W cf.UŽ . UŽ . UŽ .
.the previous paragraph . As a corollary we give a geometric interpretation
of this relation in the most simple case when  is an abelian Lie algebra;
Žthat is, in the classical setting of affine algebraic geometry Corollary 2.4;
.see also Remark 2.5 .
Remark. Suppose G is a complex connected semisimple algebraic
group, and denote by  its Lie algebra. Let 	 	  be the Iwasawa
decomposition of  , and denote by  the centralizer of  in ; then
	 	  is a minimal parabolic subalgebra of . Also, let K be a
connected closed subgroup of G such that  is its Lie algebra. Suppose
Ž . Ž .that V is an irreducible unitary  , K -module. Then Q ann V is aUŽ .
Ž . Ž  completely prime primitive ideal of U  see V1, Proposition 7.12 , and
 . Ž .also V2, Chapter 9 . Hence, Q is lying over the prime P ann V ofUŽ .
Ž .  U  . Furthermore, by Osborne’s lemma CO, Theorem 2.3 , V is from the
Ž .category Mod  . This in particular suggests that it is worth studying -fin
the setting   and   , and, more generally, when  is any
ˇŽ  . Žparabolic subalgebra of  and  is its nilpotent radical see S2 . For
certain closed subgroups H of G such that the Lie algebra 	 of H is
reductive in  , the setting   and  	 is also interesting to study.
The lying over for primes is now related to the problem of restricting
Ž . Ž . .representations for G resp.  to H resp. 	 .
The presented research was done during the author’s stay at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, 19981999. The author is grateful to
David Vogan and to the Institute for its hospitality.
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0. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In what follows,  denotes a field of characteristic zero. All Lie algebras
that we consider are finite dimensional. Suppose 
 is a Lie algebra; we
Ž .denote by U 
 its universal enveloping algebra. Given any subalgebra 
of 
 , we define the following category which is a natural counterpart of
ˇŽ  .this 
 , -setting see S2, Section 6 :
Mod 
  category of 
-modules finitely generated as -modules.Ž . -fin
Note. Let us emphasize that the modules from the above category will
Ž Ž . .in the following be regarded both as 
-modules i.e., U 
 -modules and
Ž Ž . .as -modules i.e., U  -modules ; it will always be clear from the context
which case we consider.
Ž .Suppose R is any ring with identity. Also, suppose M is a left unital
R-module, X is a subset of M, and I is an ideal of R; if not otherwise
stated, all ideals that we consider are two-sided. The following notation
will be fixed throughout:
Spec R set of prime ideals of R ,
ann X  annihilator of X in R ,Ž .R
ann I  annihilator of I in M ,Ž .M
min I  set of minimal prime ideals over I.Ž .R
Recall that a prime ideal P of R is an annihilator prime for M if there
Ž .exists a nonzero submodule N
M such that P ann N . If moreoverR
Ž .P ann N , for every nonzero submodule N
N, we say that P isR
associated to M. Define
Annspec M set of annihilator prime ideals for M ,R
Ass M set of prime ideals associated to M .R
A prime P of R is w-associated to M if P is equal to the annihilator of
Ž .some nonzero cyclic submodule of M, that is, P ann R.m for someR
ˇŽ  .nonzero mM see S1 . Define
w-Ass M set of prime ideals w-associated to M .R
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1. RELATION BETWEEN GOING UP
AND MODULE INDUCTION
If not otherwise stated, the following setting and notation will be in
force throughout this section:  is a Lie algebra defined over  and  is an
ideal of .
The main purpose of this section is to establish our main result,
Theorem 1.3, which relates the going up and the module induction. First
we give the following auxiliary lemma; we will say that a ring R satisfies
the CSG-condition if every ideal of R has a centralizing sequence of
Ž  .generators see MR, 4.1.13 .
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of R, and consider
the quotient RI as an R-module. Then
Ž . Ž .i Annspec RImin I .R R
Ž .ii If R moreoer satisfies the CSG-condition, then
Annspec RImin I .Ž .R R
Proof. First note that for R Noetherian and any finitely generated
ˇŽ  Ž ..R-module M we have see S1, Lemma 1.4 ii
1 Annspec M w-Ass M .Ž . R R
ŽFurther, if R moreover satisfies the CSG-condition, then we also have see
ˇ .S2, Corollary 2.5 and Remark 2.6
2 min ann M Ass MAnnspec M .Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R R
Ž . Ž .i Let PAnnspec RI be arbitrary. Then, by 1 , we can findR
Ž Ž ..an element  R  I such that P ann R  I . Clearly, there existsR
Ž . Ž  .some P min I such that  P see D, 3.1.10 Proposition . By the0 R 0
Ž .facts P  I  0 and I P and the primeness of P , we deduce that0 0
P P . Using the minimality of P it moreover follows the equality0 0
P P , which provides the proposed inclusion.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii This is now an immediate consequence of i and 2 .
Remark 1.2. Suppose  is a factor algebra of the enveloping algebra of
a nilpotent Lie algebra. Then  is an ArtinRees algebra which satisfies
Ž  .the CSG-condition see MR, Section 4.2 and Lemma 14.3.4 .
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Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let V be a module from the category Mod  , and -fin
ˆ Ž .denote by V the induced module U   V. ThenUŽ .
ˆ : Annspec VAnnspec V ,V UŽ . UŽ .
PU  P ,Ž .
Ž .is a ‘‘going up-map,’’ that is,  P is a prime ideal lying oer P.V
Proof. We will first prove that  is a well-defined map. For thatV
ˇ  Ž purpose, take any prime PAnnspec V. By S2, Theorem C cf. CO,UŽ .
.Theorem 5.1 we know that P is -stable with respect to the adjoint
Ž .action ad of  on U  , that is,UŽ .
3 ad X u  Xu uX for X  , uU  .Ž . Ž . Ž .UŽ .
ŽIn fact, we have that moreover every prime from Fnd V, that is, everyUŽ .
Ž Ž ..foundation prime of V is -stable cf. Remark 1.8 a ; for the notion of
.foundation primes see the paragraph preceding Proposition 1.7. Now, by
  Ž .D, 3.3.5 Proposition and 3.8.9 , we know that QU  P is a prime ideal
ˆŽ .of U  . We have to show that Q is moreover an annihilator prime for V.
Ž Ž . .To see this choose some nonzero  V such that P ann U  .UŽ .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .cf. the proof of Lemma 1.1 i . Then consider the - module WU  .,
Ž .and denote by I its annihilator in U  . We claim that
4 P I.Ž .
 Ž .Let p P and  U  be arbitrary. Using the above noted fact that P
is -stable, it is easy to obtain that p. 0. Therefore we have PW 0,
and consequently P I. On the other hand, by the definition of I, it
Ž . follows in particular that IU  . 0, and hence I P.
  Ž .Now, by D, 5.1.7 Proposition and 4 , we deduce that
ˆ5 Q ann W  ann W ,Ž . Ž . Ž .UŽ . UŽ .
ˆ Ž .with WU   W. Thus,  is well defined, as we claimed.UŽ . V
To prove that  is a going up-map, one just has to note that for P andV
Ž .Q as above it indeed holds that PQU  ; the latter is clear because
Ž . Ž .of 4 and 5 . This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Ž . Ž .Remark 1.4. For the extension U  U  we can always find at least
Ž . Ž .one prime P of U  such that there exists at least one prime of U 
Ž .lying over P cf. Example 1.5 below . The latter is an immediate conse-
quence of the previous theorem; namely, take any finite-dimensional
-module V and then any PAnnspec V will do. But, in general, forUŽ .
particular extensions S R it can happen that there is no such prime of
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ŽR, even if the extension is finite. Note that then the finiteness condition
forces S to be necessarily a noncommutative ring; see E, Proposition
 . Ž .4.15 . For example, let SM  , the full ring of 2 2 matrices with2
entries from , and R its subring of all upper triangular matrices. Then
 0 Spec R , , while S is a simple ring.½ 5ž / Ž .0 0 0
 Ž .EXAMPLE 1.5. Consider the simple Lie algebra    2, , the
minimal parabolic subalgebra a	e of  , and the nilpotent
1 0 0 1 Ž .  radical e of ; here a and e . Then U   e ,ž / ž /01 0 0
Ž . Ž .4   4the polynomial algebra in e. Therefore Spec U   0  P  ,
Ž .where 0 is the zero ideal and P is the maximal ideal generated by e  .
Ž .It is obvious that 0 and the augmentation ideal P are the only primes of0
Ž .U  which are -stable. The fact is that both of these primes can be
Ž .obtained as the annihilator primes of certain modules from Mod  . -fin
ˇŽ For P this is easy; take V to be any finite-dimensional module see S2,0
. Ž .Lemma A.4 . For 0 the situation is more subtle; in particular, we cannot
Ž .take V to be finite dimensional cf. Proposition 1.7 . Instead, let V be any
Ž .infinite-dimensional admissible finitely generated  , K -module; here K
Ž .is a maximal compact subgroup of SL 2, . Then, by Osborne’s lemma, we
ˇŽ . Ž . Ž know that V is from Mod  . Also, 0 Annspec V see S2, -fin UŽ .
.Theorem A.5 .
The previous example and the proposition given below suggest that in
Ž .order to find more -stable primes of U  , and the corresponding primes
Ž .of U  lying over these, one has to deal with infinite-dimensional modules
Ž .from the category Mod  . To prove the proposition, we need the -fin
ˇ following lemma S2, Corollary 5.6 and also the definition of foundation
ˇ primes S3, Definition 2.3 .
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose the base field  is algebraically closed and also that
Ž . Ž . is nilpotent as a Lie algebra. Let V be a simple - module from Mod  -fin
possessing a simple -submodule E. Then
Ž .i V is, as an -module, a multiple of E.
Ž .  ii If V is moreoer finite dimensional, then the commutator  , 
acts triially on V.
Ž . Ž .Suppose R is any left Noetherian ring and M is a finitely generated
Ž .R-module. Denote by D M the set of maximal elements in w-Ass M.R
The submodule
fnd M  ann PŽ . Ž .Ý M
Ž .PD M
ˇis called the foundation of M; the latter sum is actually direct S3, Lemma
2.2 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .A finite exhaustive filtration 0 F M  F M   of M, such0 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..that F M are submodules of M satisfying fnd MF M i i
Ž . Ž .F M F M for i 0, 1, . . . , is called the foundation filtration of M.i1 i
Define the sets of prime ideals:
Fnd MD MF M ,Ž .Ž .R , i i1
Fnd M Fnd M .R R , i
i0
The set Fnd M is called the set of foundation primes of M, and itsR
elements are called the foundation primes of M. We way that the primes
from Fnd M belong to the ith foundation leel. If i is the minimalR , i
foundation level to which a foundation prime P of M belongs, we write
Ž .mfl P  i.
PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose  is algebraically closed, and  is nilpotent
 satisfying  ,   . Let V be any finite-dimensional -module. Then eery
Ž . Ž .P Fnd V is lying oer the augmentation ideal U   of U  .UŽ .
ˇŽ . Remark 1.8. a Related to the proposition, note the following fact S3,
 Ž .Theorem A : If R is a left Noetherian ring and M is a finitely generated
R-module, then Fnd M is a finite set containing Annspec M.R R
Ž .b Let  be a semisimple Lie algebra and  a parabolic subalgebra of
Ž .. Write  	  , where  and  are the reductive Levi factor and the
nilpotent radical of  , respectively. A natural setting for the above
ˇŽ  .proposition arises by taking   and   see S2, Section 6 .
Proof. Let P Fnd V be arbitrary. We will first prove the follow-UŽ .
ing claim; for further details concerning the argument given below the
ˇ reader may consult S3, Sections 1 and 2 .
Claim. There exists a simple subquotient Y of V such that P
Ž .ann Y .UŽ .
Ž Ž .. lProof. Let F V be the foundation filtration of V, where V isi i0
Ž .considered as a -module. Suppose that mfl P  p 1, for some 0
 p
Ž . l. Define the quotient -module Z VF V . Then the foundationp
Ž .fnd Z can be decomposed as a direct sum F 	 	 F , for some k1 k
and certain nonzero -submodules F of Z. We know that there existsj
Ž .some j such that P ann F . Finally, since F is finite dimensional,0 UŽ . j j0 0
then it contains some simple submodule Y. To finish the proof of the claim
ˇŽ . Ž  Ž ..it remains to note that P ann Y see S1, Proposition 1.5 ii .UŽ .
Now, by the claim, we may suppose that V is a simple -module.
Further, let E be a simple -submodule of V; of course, since  is
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nilpotent, E is one-dimensional. Then Lemma 1.6, combined with the
 assumption  ,    , implies that
ann V  ann E U   .Ž . Ž . Ž .UŽ . UŽ .
Ž .Thus, obviously, P is lying over U  . This proves the proposition.
2. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION:
COMMUTATIVE CASE
The main result of this section, Proposition 2.3, states that under some
further suppositions on  and  the map  from Theorem 1.3 isV
bijective, for certain modules V. We also give a geometric interpretation of
this bijection in the commutative setting, that is, when  is an abelian Lie
Ž .algebra Corollary 2.4 .
We begin with a simple but at the same time a very illustrative example
Ž .cf. Remark 2.2 and the proof of Proposition 2.3 .
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let  and  be one-dimensional Lie algebras over 
 4  4with bases X and Y , respectively; and let  be the product Lie algebra
Ž .   Ž .of  and . Then we may identify U  to  X, Y , the commutative
Ž .   Ž .algebra of polynomials in X and Y. Also, identify U  to  X and U 
  Ž .  to  Y . Suppose I is a prime ideal of  X , and define the following
 ideals of  X, Y :
ˆ ˜     I  X , Y I , I  X , Y I  X , Y Y .
ˆ ˜ ˆ ˜ Ž .The fact is that I I, and also that both I and I are prime ideals lying
over I.
Remark 2.2. Let  be a Lie algebra defined over . Suppose  is a
subalgebra of  and  is an ideal of  satisfying  	 ; that is,  is
Ž Ž .. Ž .the semidirect product of  by  cf. Remark 1.8 b . Set SU  ,
Ž . Ž . Ž RU  , and NU  . Then N is an ideal of S see D, 2.2.14
.Proposition , and also S R	N. For any ideal I of R, define
I˜ SIN.
Then we have the following obvious claims showing that the question of
going up for the algebra extension S R is rather simple:
˜Ž .i I I	N;
˜Ž .ii I is an ideal of S;
˜Ž .iii I is lying over I;
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˜ ˇŽ . Ž iv I is a prime ideal if and only if I is a prime ideal cf. S4,
.Theorem 3.1 .
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let  be a Lie algebra defined oer . Suppose  and
 are ideals of  satisfying  	 ; that is,  is the product Lie algebra of
 and . Further suppose that the Lie algebra  is nilpotent. For an arbitrary
Ž . Ž .ideal I of U  , define the - module
V V U  I.Ž .I
Then the map  , defined in Theorem 1.3, is now a bijection.V
Ž Ž .Proof. Note that V is from the category Mod  ; this follows from -fin
Remark 2.2 using the fact that  is an ideal of . Therefore the map  isV
.well defined.
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1.1 ii , using the fact that  is nilpotent see Remark 1.2 , we
have
6 Annspec Vmin I .Ž . Ž .UŽ . UŽ .
 4 Ž .Assume that Annspec V P , . . . , P P ’s pairwise distinct . Then,UŽ . 1 s i
Ž .by 6 , we have
s
'7 I  P ;Ž .  i
i1
ˆ' Ž .I is the prime radical of I. Also, for VU   V setUŽ .
ˆ ˆI ann V ;Ž .UŽ .
ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž .by D, 5.1.9 Proposition ii , the -modules V and U  U  I are
ˆ Ž . Žisomorphic, and hence IU  I. Let us prove the following as a conse-
.quence we will obtain that  is indeed bijective :V
ˆ ˆ8 U  P , . . . , U  P Annspec Vmin I . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 s UŽ . UŽ .
 Ž .By Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.1 i , we have
ˆ ˆ9 U  P Annspec Vmin I for i 1, . . . , s.Ž . Ž . Ž .i UŽ . UŽ .
Ž Ž . .Note that U  P ’s are pairwise distinct.i
ˆŽ . Ž .Now, take any Qmin I . Then, using 7 , we haveUŽ .
	ˆQU   IU   I P  P ;Ž . Ž . Ž .1 s
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	' Ž here 	 is a natural number such that I  I see, e.g., D, 3.1.8 Proposi-
.tion . Hence it follows that
	
Q U  P  U  P .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 s
Ž . Ž .By the primeness of Q, we deduce that QU  P for some i. Finally, 9i
Ž . implies that the latter inclusion is moreover an equality. This proves 8 .
Suppose now that the base field  is algebraically closed and  is an
abelian Lie algebra over . Let  be an n-dimensional subalgebra of  , 
an m-dimensional subalgebra of  , and suppose that  	 . We may,
and will, identify  ,  , and  with the affine spaces  nm,  n, and m,
respectively. We will also identify the enveloping algebras of  ,  , and 
Ž . Ž . Ž .with the symmetric algebras S  , S  , and S  , respectively. Assuming
the above setting, the following corollary gives a geometric interpretation
Ž Ž . .for the induction of those -modules i.e., S  -modules which arise as
the affine coordinate rings of algebraic subsets of   n. More precisely,
n Ž . Ž .suppose   is an affine algebraic set, I  is the ideal of  in S  ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . sand V   S  I  is the affine coordinate ring of . If  arei i1
the irreducible components of  , we will denote by P the ideal of  ini i
Ž . Ž . ŽS  , that is, P  I  . Note that P ’s are prime ideals and thati i i
s ˆ m nŽ . .I   P . Analogously, define the product     i1 i
m nm ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .   , and then consider I  and V   S  I  .
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose the setting and notation are as in the preious
paragraph. Then:
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .i V  is the -module induced by V  ;
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..  4ii Annspec V  min I   P , . . . , P ;SŽ . SŽ . 1 s
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž . Ž . 4iii Annspec V  min I   S  P , . . . , S  P .SŽ . SŽ . 1 s
ˆŽ . Ž .Proof. i This is an immediate consequence of the fact that I  
Ž . Ž . S  I  . The latter is a special case of the following well-known general
Ž  . n mfact about affine products cf. E, Example 13.13 : If   and  
Ž . Ž .are affine algebraic sets with the corresponding ideals I  in S  and
Ž . Ž .I  in S  , respectively, then the ideal of the affine product 
nm Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  in S  is equal to S  I   S  I  .
Ž . Ž .The statements ii and iii are clear.
Remark 2.5. By the previous corollary, we can consider  as a mapV Ž .
ˆŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..from min I  onto min I  . Thus, in other words, we can saySŽ . SŽ .
that  relates bijectively the irreducible components  of the affineV Ž . i
set  and the corresponding irreducible components   m of thei
ˆ maffine set  which is ‘‘induced from  along  .’’
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We will finish the paper with the following example. It shows that, while
dealing with the ‘‘going up problem’’ for certain nonintegral extensions
A B of commutative rings, we will be able to combine the classical
Žresults for integral extensions and the above obtained results. But let us
also emphasize that, for arbitrary nonintegral extensions A B, the going
.up problem can be very hard.
EXAMPLE 2.6. Suppose  is again algebraically closed, and let A
  2 4 X, Y , the polynomial ring in variables X, Y. Set T X  Y , and
 consider the subalgebra B  T of A and the obtained extension of
-algebras A B. Let us show that for every Q Spec B there exists
˜ ˜ 4Q Spec A such that Q lies over Q. For that purpose, set U Y and
note that T and U are algebraically independent elements of A. Set
 A   T , U ; thus we have the extensions A A  B. Now, by Proposi-1 1
tion 2.3, there exists Q  Spec A such that Q is lying over Q. Further,1 1 1
A A is a finite extension, and so there exists Q  Spec A such that Q1 2 2
˜lies over Q . Hence QQ lies over Q.1 2
˜Ž ŽNote that we cannot take here Q to be the ideal AQ cf. Proposi-
.tion 2.3 , since the latter is in general not even necessarily a prime.
For example, when Q is the augmentation ideal BT of B, we have
Ž 2 .Ž 2 . 2 2 .X Y X Y  AQ, but neither X Y nor X Y is from AQ.
Added note. The author is very grateful to the referee for careful
reading of the previous versions of the paper. Hisher numerous hints,
remarks, and suggestions helped the author to considerably improve the
paper, both in results and in style and clarity of exposition.
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